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T HE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOME PHYSIOGRAPHICAL
CHARACTERISTICSOF WESTERNAUSTRALIA.

A. Montgomery, M.A., F.G.S.

(Read 9th May, and 13th June, 1916).

With a Map, Plate VI.

In trav^elling through the Central and Eastern Goldfields

regions of this State, a geological observer cannot fail to become
impressed with the constant recurrence throughout them of a quite

limited number of physiographical types of land-sculpture, which

are repeated over huge areas in endless variations of size and shape,

but with constant and remarkable identity of the essential similari-

ties which constitute a tyj)e. It is obvious from this identity that

like causes have been operating in like manner over very wide-

spread regions to produce like effects, and it follows from this that

a proper interi)rctation of the physiographical evidence is likely to

give important results in explaining the more recent geological

history of the State. Cntil lately, the subject of the physi{>graphy

of Western Australia had been dealt with only very briefly by

writers on its geology, and usually only casually in connection with

descriptions f)f ])articular localities, without any attempt, as a rule,

to put forward any general account of the geomorphology of the

State as a whole. In 1914, however, this absence of systematic

description w’as greatly remedied by the publication of Geological

Survey Bulletin No. 61. which the author, Mr. J. T. Jutson, very

modestly calls “An Outline of the Physiographical Geology ( Physio-

graphy) of Western Australia.” but which well merits a more am-
bitious title which would be suggestive of the wealth of information

therein contained. In his Part V. Chapter 1, he gives a synojisis of

the opinions of previous writers on the origin and age of what he

terms the Great IMateau of Western Australia, and in Part I. (p.

20), he records his own view of the matter as follows;

—

“As regards the origin of the Great Plateau, the areas of

exterior drainage are regarded by the writer as uplifted peneplains,

but concerning that portion of the Great Plateau situated in the

interior, he is somewhat uncertain whether to classify it as an up-

lifted peneplain, or an uplifted plain of arid erosion, hut. as shown
later, inclines to the idea of a vast peneplain, since iqilifted to

its present height.” Among the opinions of jirevious writers cited
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by ^Ir. Jutson, it may be useful in the present connection to recall

that F. T. Gregory (1S(U) believed "that since Tertiary time the
country has been both elevated and depressed, more than once per-
haps. but bodily and equably and wiihout tilting,” that F. T. Hard-
man ( ISSl ) states that in the ranges in the South-Western portion
cf the Kimberley district, "the plateau-like outline is extremely
well-marked, indicating an old plain of marine denudation subse-
quently carved out into hills and valleys by the action of sub-aerial
denudation": that I'rof. Ralph Tate (iSlPi) pointed out that Aus-
tralia in Cretaceous time was a vast archipelago, and that the anti-
quity of Australia as a whole is only post-Cretaceous; that Prof.
\\^ Gregory

(
l!l(C) held that since middle Palaeozoic times no great

earth-folds have disturbed the structure of the Australian mass,
and all the later movements on tlac continent appear to have been
the vertical sinkings of ^vide earth blocks: that Prof. T. W. E.
David in PHI refers to the vast peneplains of Western Australia as
being raise<l lOOli to idOO feet above sea-level; and that Mr. Jutson
himself in 11)12 describe<l the Darling pkd^u as a truly uplifted

peneplain, and the date of the uplift as Pleistocene. It has
been very generally recognise<b therefore, that there has been much
up and down movement of the State as a whole, though opinions
differ a good deal as to the extent to which the movements of

subsidence actually resulted in submergence t)f the land beneath the

sea. Prof. Gregory, for exam])le, appears to hold that the greater
part of Western Australia "consists of an Archaean block or coign,

which has never been below the level of the sea, although time
after time the sea has washed its l)orders.”

Since Mr. jutson's book was issued there has been a further

paper by I'rof. Gregory, published in "dTe Geogratihical Journal”
for June. 11)14, on "'fhe Lake System of WTstralia," in which a

map is given showing the country divided into a number of very
flat drainage basins, gradtiall} rising to high country over
feet above the sea in the interior. IP's summation of the position

is:
—"The dry lakes ot Westralia aia* therefore dei)ressions in a

river system which was ])robabIy Miocene in origin: these rivers

have been biajken up by their inability to kee]) their channels clear

from encroaching sand dunes during the post-Miocene desiccation,

which may be ex])lained by a reduction of internal rainfall coinci-

dent nith the iq)lift of the country for about H)()0 feet." Ivlse-

where in the paper he refers to the suggestion of the present writer

that the salt lakes might be the remains of a marine invasion, and
regards it as possibU-. as proved by the marine limestones at Norse-
man. but considers it improbable owing to the varying levels of the

lakes and the absence of marine fossils north of Norseman. 'Phe

writer is not at all im])ressed with these reasons for regarding a

widespread marine invasion as imi)robable, as the varying levels of

the lakes would be a perfectly natural and obvious consequence of

the gradual emergence from the sea of a submerged i)eneplain, and



the absence of fossils is very inconclusive because, as it happens,
fossils are equally absent over the country to the south of Norse-
man also. So far as is yet known this single locality contains all

the recent marine fossil evidence available, yet while it is admitted
that the presence of marine shells at a height of about bOO feet

above sea levels, is ])roof that the land was submerged under the
sea to that depth, their absence at higher levels is apparently to be
held to prove that they were laid down at the limit of the submer-
gerice. The only fair deduction from the facts is that the destruc-

tion of fossil evidence of the presence of the sea has been extra-

ordinarily complete, and we appear to have been fortunate in hav-
ing the Norseman beds preserved at all to prove that there was a
marine invasion.

During many journeys through the Goldfields districts the

writer has become more and more impressed with the belief that

there is much physiographical evidence to show that the main
features of the surface relief in the goldfields areas owe their final

shape prindiially to marine action, and that subsequent subaerial

erosion has been able to do very little more than slightly modify the

shape of the country as it was left l)y the receding waters. Also
that this eviilencc of marine action may be found up to at least

the 2000 feet level. It has been pointed out by the Government
Geologist. Mr. Maitland, in his latest sketch of the geology of the

State, written for the Australian visit of the British Association

in 1914 ( Geological Survey Bulletin No. fit ), that "By far the

greater portion of the State is in reality a very extensive plateau,

averaging about I,-t00 feet in height, though isolated ]>ortions reach
altitudes aiqiroaching 4000 feet." Mr. Jutsoii gives a map in Bul-

letin fil, showing the elevations of the portion of the State south of

the tropic of Cajiricorn, which shows a very small portion over
2000 feet in height, and a consirlerahle area between 1500 and 2000
feet, hut the great bulk of the region under 1500 feet. If, there-

fore the sea reached to the ])resent 2000 feet level, all the land

above water south of the tro])ics would be parts of the Stirling

Ranges in the south, and a large island and several smaller ones in

the northern i)art of the Murchison, ftast Murchison and Mt.
Margaret Goldfields. It is the object of this paper to discuss the

physiographical evidence and show how it sustains and corrobo-
rates the marine theory.

Inhere is usually a very great similarity in the scenery of our
Eastern and Central Goldfields. Everywhere we find great plains,

often extraordinarily evenly level over large areas, with low
rounded hills or groiqjs of hills rising from them with very gentle

slopes. A steep slope is rather an excei)tion, though many such
are to be found without difficulty. Rather frequently, when the

rock com])osing the hills is a hard one ca])ablc of resisting erosion,

as in the case of the well-known "jas])er-hars," it stands out in
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rough well-marked ridges, which follow the lines of strike of the

hard rock. Where the hills are composed of dense and little-

jointed intrusive rocks they usually take large rounded outlines,

forming distinct and often somewhat prominent hills, but those
formed of the more schistose and jointed rocks commonly show
less relief and much less curved contours. The hills formed by
granite are of very distinctive appearance, being usually bare, bald

surfaces of hard rock, protruding from the surrounding plains.

These liarc surfaces are commonly more or less pitted with shal-

low small solution basins in which water collects during rains.

The granite protuberances very often strongly remind one of rocks
and islands standing up out of a sea, and along the south coast

east of Albany, we may see exactly the same type of protruding
granite rocks in the numerous islands which there are seen stand-

ing quite similarly out of the actual sea. The similarity of

scenic type is so exact as strongly to suggest identity of the

sculpturing agencies.

W'here the rising ground occupies a considerable area it

frequently happens that smaller plains are found on the hills at

various levels, so that an observer, in passing through a hilly

region, frequently travels most of the way over very Hat surfaces,

with little elevated country in sight, although on the whole the

surface is a good tleal higher than the surrounding main plains,

and from a <listance apjiears to form a distinct “range.” The
“Black Rang-e" for example on being approached from the west

side is seen for many mile.s away as a distinct high ridge, but plain

after plain is crossed in getting to it without having almost any

perceptible rising of the road, until one finds oneself travelling

—still on fiats —over the top of the high country. This characteris-

tic of the larger masses of high land is so usual as to be fairly

rcgardable as normal. Another good exanqile is seen on the road

from Meekalharra to Peak Hill. 'I'he Rolniison Range, on which

Peak Hill stands, is seen from the ifiains to the south of it as a

high bine range. l>nt one rises so gradually on to it, over plains

wth very gentle slopes connecting them, that the top of the ridge

is reached without having encountered any very ]ierceptible

acclivity. And the top when reached is itself more or less a num-
ber of small plains sei)arated by low-lying riclgcs of higher ground,

and with IRxik Hill and another similar conical point of hard

((iiartzitic rock standing u\) like i)_vramids from the plains. Peak

Hill itself, it may be mentioned, is a very small affair, little more
than a large natural cairn formed by the outcrop of a belt of hard

(piarizite and the laliis therefrom. (A) the fiat at its foot, in the

o])en cut workings of the l*eak Hill mine, the surface of the ground

is seen to consist of a ferruginous conglomerate of stones and

coarse gravel, many of the stones of which are well rounded,

showing them to have been worn smooth l)y attrition in moving
water. This is not at all a unique occurrence, for there is quite
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distinct “deep lead" ground at Nunngarra on the Black Range,

which shows water worn gravels in places, and distinctly water

worn boulders are visible on the “Big Patch" at Ouinns, high up

on Nowthanna Hill. At Quinn’s also there is a distinct well-

rounded brown iron ore conglomerate, apparently not concretion-

ary, near the saddle on the road to Burnakura over the hill, which

seems to be a cemented gravel and not a pisolitic deposit. Both at

Peak Hill and at Quinn's, however* there is a possibility that

these water rolled stones may belong to formerly existing basal

])eds of the Nullagine series, the bulk of which have been entirely

removed by erosion, except for these relics, so too much reliance

cannot be placed on them alone as evidence of these high plains

having been recently subject to the action of moving water. The

writer has noticed on many occasions nevertheless, that rounded

and subrounded stones —not demonstrably waterworn as a rule

however —appear to be much more common on the higher slopes

of ridges standing well up out of the plains than in the latter and

along the lower skirts of the hills. A good example is seen on the

road from Leonora to Lawlers, a few miles south of Dioritc King,

where the road crosses over a hill of some height. Here rounded

stones and boulders —which may however be merely weatherworn

and not waterworn —are fairly common on the higher slopes of

the hill, but wanting as one gets down on to the plains on each

side. Mention may also be made of a very distinct bank of

well rounded coarse conglomerate near Wiluna, well up on the

ridge near the State Battery, which is unequivocally a coarse

gravel deposit. Professor Gregory has alluded to the writer’s

mention of this gravel liank, but the description given by him

seems to ap])ly to a quite different locality and shows that he

could not have seen the same section as was referred to. Wiluna,

however, is very close to the southern edge of the Nullagine beds,

and there is just a possibility that this gravel bank also may be a

relic of these, though it is not very likely.

A point on which some stress must be laid is that the plains

are found at all elevations up to about the level of Peak Hill

(loop feet). They usually merge one into another with a gener-

ally very gentle southerly or westerly slope forming the very Hat

basins to which Professor Gregory has drawn attention, gradually

dipping towards the coa.st. The average gradient is extremely

flat: for example the difference in level between Lake Way ( 20oP

feet) an<l Lake Lefroy (
1050 feet) is 0*^0 feet, but they are about

:1L^0 miles apart, giving an average grade between them of only

1 in 1724. This extreme flatness of the grade of the main central

drainage basin has to be borne in mind in considering how it

may have been brought about, as it is not easy to get a convincing

exi>lanation of it by reference solely to snbaerial erosion.

The low relative height and usually very thoroughly rounded

shapes of the hills in the Central and Ifastern Goldfields districts
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indicate a very advanced stage of erosion of what doubtless were
once much higher and more important hills. Very little more and
the hills would he cut down entirely to one great peneplain. This

form of level surface characteristically results from long-continued

sub-aerial erosion, and its occurrence is therefore to some extent

prima facie evidence tliat the land has been for a very long time

subjected to the subaerial agencies which would bring about such

features. It may fairly be submitted, however, that if a land

surface in such or afiproaching such a mature stage of ]danation

were to subside below sea-level to such an extent as to bring the

sea over the greater i)art of it. and were again to be elevated well

above the sea level, the effects of the original merely subaerial

planation would be greatly accentuated by marine erosion during

the periods in which the surface was in process of being submerged
and raised again.

While the low hummocky type of hills surrounded by plains

is characteristic of the lower ground, there is a very marked
change in the type of land scul])ture when we get into some of the

higher country. One of the best examples seen in the Frazer

Range to the west of Rcak Hill. Here wo suddenly find ourselves

in the t)resence of a hill-sculpture of a type quite unlike the hills

previously described. Instead of low rounded hills there are

rough ragged peaks with their sides deeply fui rowed into hard

sharp-edged outstanding ridges and deep rough ravines, and giving

jagged pointed outlines from all aspects, d'he type is that of an

outstanding rock-mas.s deeply <lissected by storm-water erosion.

I'kit at the foot of it, at the Mount Fraser mine, the a])proach is

over wonderfully level plains running against the hills exactly as

one sees sea-beaches form against a rugged hilly shore. A short

distance out on the plain a well has been sunk to a depth ot ab'rat

140 feet, passing through alluvial material containing much small

gravel, fairly rounded, of river type, showing that the flat has a

buried valley in it. The existing flat carries one of the numerous
branches of the Murchison River, seen as a running stream only

after heavy rains. Between the well ami the Mount Fraser mine

the track jiasses over one of the most striking geological curiosities

it has been the writer’s fortune to observe. The bedrock is a

hard jirismatically jointed greenstone, the surface of which is

often quite bare of soil for yards at a time. In one or two places

noticed, the bare rock surface was seen to be cut to a quite even

plane, forming a smooth floor to which the joints gave the ajiiiear-

ance of a mosaic pavement, the prismatic columns being there

rarely as much as an inch across. It is difficult to believe that

wind could have ])laned such a hard rock to an even surface,

though the occurrence is quite com])rehensible if regarded as

formed by l)each erosion. .\t this place also the resemblance of

the edge of the ]jlain to a beach is most marked; it is quite level

and runs in and out among the rocky spurs meeting it in the most
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regular manner at one level, forming inlets, bays, and every feature

seen on a beach, Tt must be said, however, that no beach gravels

were seen at this point.

At the Horseshoe some 17 miles northward from Peak Hill

there arc extensive deposits of gravel, not nearly so thoroughly

waterwern as is usual on a sea beach, however, along the foot of

the Horseshoe mountain, which are well seen where they have

been worked for alluvial gold. These gravels maintain ap])roxi-

mately the same level for seune distance along the flank of the

range, and lie at a much stee])er angle of slope than is maintaince

into the plain alongside, which soon l)ecomes ]jraclically level.

They appear to be a talus from the slopes of the hill, roughly

sorted along a horizontal line hy the action of water, hut not sub-

jected to very violent or long continued abrasion. All the way
from Peak Hill to the Horseshoe, the beach-like contact of the

])lains with the hills is very well-marked. At the ‘'Breakaways,"

about 12 miles from Peak Hill, the road leaves the t)lain over
which it has l)een travelling and turns as if about to run u]) on the

higher ground apparently, but is soon found to continue on a striji

of the plain running l)ctwcen an island of higher ground and the

mainland. The higher ground is cut to steej) escarpments ( “break-
^

aways"). which usually have but little talus at the foot of them. '

and curve off at the foot of the cliffs in quite characteristically ‘

beach fashion. 1’he level of the plain is ]jerfectly ])reserved all

round the foot of the clilTs, very sinuous tlujugh its outline is. and '

round the islands. The conclusion seemed quite irresistible that
|

here we had a beach cut by a body of water occupying what is no\» \

the plain.

Reverting, however, to the hills at Mt. I'rascr above the l)each
;

line, it is to be noted that we no longer get the hummocky rounded »;

outlines so usual in the hills at lower levels, but a quite distinct j

ty])e. that resulting from well advanced erosion still in the most 1

active stage. The Horseshoe Range and the high peaky country .

towards Mt. Ivgerton show the same type persisting in the highest

ground, with the lower hills, as at the Mt. iygerton goldfield, worn
down to battened slumps which may very ])ossibly owe their final

i

shape to having been completely submerged. The Nullagiiie beds

are here again, however, visible in the near vicinity, and it is quite

possible that the erosion which cut dowm the old rocks to such
fi.attened stumps was prc-Nullaginc in point of time, and that they ^

been merely uncovered again bv subsequent erosive action.* :

l'

The same very shar]) contrast between the types of sculpture !

of the hills in the lower and higher country is seen very niarkedlv

in the Pilbara goldfield. The high moinUainons coimtrv between
t

^
^

ii
* A later visit to the Upper Gascoyne Di'Jirict has le i me to think t^at !

'

the rocks at Mt. Egrrton, taken to be pre-Nullagine, may belong to tlie
j

-

Nullagine series. —A.M.
,

(
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^Marble Bar and Lalla Rookh stands out like a rugged island from

the smoothly-worn plains surrounding it, and the edges of the

plains lying against the high land all round maintain a strong-

general likeness to beaches. d'he hills themselves are peaked,

furrowed, and jagged, the peaks often being cap])cd with nearly

horizontal strata of the Nullagine beds, showing the mass to be a

deeply dissected old ])lateau, 'I'he Wodgina range also stands out

from the plains as a similar rough high hill, deeply furrowed.

The high rough range at VVarravvoona presents quite a similar

contrast to the ])lain country on each side of it, the latter being in

the last stages of peneplanation, while in the ridges storm-water

erosion is still very active.

In the south of the State, the Stirling and Eyre Ranges show

the same feature, rising in rugged rocky ])eaks from surrounding

country in an advanced stage of ])lanation, quite similarly a.s the

rocky islets on the south coast rise out of the surrounding sea.

Jt is clear that there must be some physiographical explanation of

the marked difference in the character of the rugged i)eaks as com-

pared with the well-rounded hummocky country and plains round

about them. Petrological differences have no doubt had a great

deal to do with the tiuestion, the outstanding island-like heights of

Wodgina, Lalla Rookh, and Warrawooiia being mostly com])osed

of very old nietamor])hic and igneous schistose rocks, while the sur-

rounding plains arc mostly granite, and the Stirling and Eyre

Ranges are likewise composed of old sedimentary rocks surrounded

by granite. In both the Pilbara and Stirling regions however, the

rocks which form the high hills are themselves often cut down
round the skirts of these hills quite equally with the granite, and

are thus found extending some distance into the surrounding plains,

as is also the case at the Rolnnson Range. It would seem most

I)robable therefore that though these high lands stand out princi-

Ijally through their resistance to weathering in the first instance

l)eing greater than that of the granites round them, they have

suffered erosi(jii round their l)ases to the same a])]-)roximate level

as the granite round about them owing to the action of an erosive

force acting on both without discrimination. 'Fhc only such force

comi)etent to produce the effect as we now find it seems to the

writer to be marine erosion, and it is therefore believed that these

island-like hills were really islands with the waves acting round

them to reduce the lower country to one approximate level.

'I'he toi)ography of the country crossed over in travelling from

Port Medland to .Marble Par is very instructive. After crossing a

small strip of superficial limestone right at the coast, the road

runs almost level for tniles over sandy ])lains. which gradually are

found to have a coating of soil —usually very shallow —upon a

I)laned-down surface of granite bed-rock. After a time occasional

low ridges of granite and small hills of granite are encountered,

hut the i)lain is seen to run round these and to go on inland con-
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tinuously. It is slowly rising all the time, but at a grade imper-

ceptible in travelling. In 81.) miles from Port Hedland to Coongan,

the rise is !<.)() feet, or an average grade of only 1 in IJoT. or 4^

feet per mile. As we go inland the isolated ridges and small peaks

of granite become larger and more common, but the plain runs

continuously round them as before, until it strikes against the sides

of the main island-like mass of hills lying between Marble Bar and

Lalla Rookh. Many of the more prominent granite hills rise quite

steeply from the plain, often with a talus of large rocks at their

base, exactly resembling graiute islands off the coast. From a high

hill the general appearance of the plain being a sea and the hills

islands rising from it is most striking. The plain sweeps away to

the north of the main island, well to the east of the Coongan
River, and through the Dooleiia Gorge an easy way opens into the

hills and enables us to reach Marble Bar (railway level COd feet).

To the south of the island the jdain sweet)S round continuously,

nroken by projecting ridges running out from the main mass of

hills, by separate islands like the Wodgina Range, and by high

black doleritic ridges, to Corunna Downs, and v\ell on towards

Xullagine. Here it must be fully “<I0 feet above sea level, probably

more, but it is practically continuous right from the sea beach up

to this level. I'or the most part the bed rock appears to be quite

close to the surface, though doubtless there are many places where

the stqterficial material is of considerable depth —-usually, how-

ever, much less than BIO feet, as is shown by the numerous wells

—and we therefore see that the whole ol this huge peneplain may
be taken as cut fairly evenly from the solid granite rock. It is

very nodceable also that where the rock is bare at surface, and in

the outstanding 'slands and ridges, the granite generally is very

little weathered, hut on the contrary is fresh and hard. In this

it resembles the wave-swept granites on the coast, and numerous
granite bosses on the eastern goldfields, hut this condition is diffi-

cult to reconcile with any theory of purely snbaerial erosion,

whether by rain and river action, or by wind erosion —both of

which require softening of the rock by weathering before there is

much perceptible removal of material, d'hc features are exactly

those which would result if the country were to subside gradually

until the sea reached the vicinity of Xlullagine. and then rose again

to its present level The ]jlain is practically continuous from the

font of the high land inland to well out to sea from the coast, the

sea bottom continuing to shelve seawards iii continuation of the

plain. At Kicoll Bay near Roebourne, there is an inland extension

of the beach which is said to he only very rarely covered by the

sea. and which shows as a bare mud flat of great extent sloping

very gently seaward. At its inland margin there are some small

sandhills and then the mud flat continues iulatid on much the same
grade. The sandhills at the head of the bay, and the small

marginal cliffs where the beach sets in against the higher
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land surrounding it towards the sea entrance, mark a stage of rest

in the gradual retreat of the sea water, and are absolutely similar

to like sand hills and breakaways on the margin of many of the

inland lake basins.

But why, it will be asked, should we appeal to marine plana-

tion, when the jieneplain might possibly be explainable as due to

ordinary fluviatile i)lanation. There are several considerable rivers

traversing the plain, c.g., the Shaw, the Coongaii, the Dc Grey, the

Turner, the Sherlock, and the Yule. These all flow down across

the plain, and at times after heavy rains they carry large Hows of

water, and become wide powerful rivers, of great erosive cai)acity.

Such rivers arc well-known to be potent agents in reducing the

lower parts of their valleys to wide flood-plains, through which

they meander with fretpiently changing courses, here cutting down

into the bedrock, and there levelling U]) hollows by tilling them with

sediments. doubt there is a certain amount of this action in

the case of the rivers referred to, but in going through the district

it did not appear to the writer that there was much evidence of its

having been either extensive or long continued, certainly not to

the extent of being the main agency in reducing the country to its

l)resent stale of even planation. On the contrary most of the

rivers appeared to be cutting down their beds, having generally

fairly straight courses without meanders, and high banks on each

side of wide beds capable of carrying the floods without overflow-

ing on to the plains. Where the Shaw River was crossed near the

’Gorge” there seemed some appearance that the bed of the river

was excavated out of alluvial material altogether, giving some sup-

])ort to the hood-plain theory, but this might be equally well

explained on the marine planation theory by supposing that the

Shaw River debouching out of the mountainous country on to the

edge of the shallow sea would form a considerable ’’fan" or “delta”

of gravel, through which it would cut its way downwards as eleva-

tion of the land led later on to retirement of the coast-line. So

far as the writer's o])Servation of these rivers has extended, it

would a])pear to be an allowable generalisation to make that they

are all. from Bilbara southwards to the Murchison, engaged in

cutting their beds more deeply into the plains which they traverse,

and not in l)uilding (kxal plains. Conlining the instances to such

ws have been personally visited, this would apply to the rivers just

now mentioned, and to the Jones River, the Harding River at

Roebourne. the upiier feeders of the Ashburton and (jascoyne

Rivers crossed o]\ the route from Beak Hill to Nullagine. the

branch of the Gascoyne River seen between Beak Hill and i\!l.

Ivgerton. and the upper feeders of the Murchison River, seen on the

south side of the Robinson Range. I'urther south, in the gold-

fields districts, the streams are not usually traceable for great dis-

tance as recognisable watercourses, but at Boison Creek and Jones’s

Creek on the Leonora to Lawlers road, there are other good ex-
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aniples of streams cutting down into their beds rather than flooding

and building up ])lains. Where the Lawlers road crosses Poison

Creek, there is a distinct a])pearance of stratification in the ferru-

ginous grits seen in the sides of the creek bed. and something of the

sort has also been noticed in the bed of the (lascoyne (S.

Branch), near Mt. Ifgerton, and in that of the river on the track

from Ruby Well to Wiluna. At this stage, however, we may leave

the question of the formation of the sniiorficial material composing

the plains to be taken up later on when some other evidence bearing

upon it has been described an<l examined. The point of most im-

portance just at present is that the existing rivers arc cutting dowi-

into the plains and not l>uilding them up. Nevertheless, it is not

over-looked or forgotten that comparatively slight movements of

elevation and subsidence of the land as a whole may alter the grade

of rivers from time to time, so that at one lime they' tend to fiL'

their valleys with alluvial flood-plains and at another to cut down

through these deposits on to the bed-rock again. It is therefore

freely conceded that by itself no great signilicance should be at-

tached to the fact that the existing rivers are cutting into the plains

which they traverse, nor can their present ])hase of action be taken

to prove that they have not themselves formed these i)lains in the

first instance. It is when taken in connection with a number of

other considerations that their evidence should be regarded as cor-

roborating the marine i)lanati3n theory rather than that of river

erosion

r>efore leaving the subject of the existing rivers, however,

mention should be made of a feature of several of them which may
be of much significance in assisting us to trace the historical de-

velopment of the [jreseiit to])Ography, namely, the numerous ‘’gaps”

which are so noticeable in the N.W. districts. Many of these are

descril)ed in chai)ters 1 and 2 of part VI. of Mr. Jutson’s bulletin.

])reviously referred to, closely rescnil)ling one another in the

general feature that rivers are found breaking through ranges of

hills quite unexpectedly’, without any very visible reason why’ they’

should have been able to find an outlet through the high country

instead of going round it. following the i)resent low ground. If

the country on the up-river side of the hills were generally high,

we might understand that it has been formerly higher than the

hilly country traversed, and that the rivers have cut their way
down through the hills simultaneously with a general lowering of

the upper parts of their basins to a level much below that at which

the hills were originally attacked. But the most curious point

about the gaps which the writer has seen, is that they leave a plain

on one side of a ridge of hills, plunge through the ridge, and

come out on another plain on the other side, and that if the ridge is

followed along its length the plain on the u])-river side is found

to be practically continuous with that on the down-river side,

round the ends of the ridges. The Shaw River has three “gaps”
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of this sort, two where it runs across a pair of high hard ridges

of ga1)hro. and a very long one where it goes right through the

heart of the high hilly country lying l)etween Marble Bar and

Lalla Rookh, Again, close to Marl)le liar the Coongan River is

found cutting its way through the liills quite similarly,

emerging on the ])lain country through the picturesque Doolena

Gorge as a wide tiat-bedded channel walled by precipitous rocky

sides. It is difficult to find a consistent theory of the erosion of

these gaps and gorges, occurring as they do on what would appear

to be naturally the lines of greatest rather than of least resistance,

and of the iirevalence of such gaps as a recurring characteristic in

many different streams, by reference to sub-aerial erosion alone,

but a good deal of the difficulty disappears if we regard the sur-

rounding plains as liaving been occupied by the sea. and the hills

and ridges as islands standing out of it. Doubtless the higher

land would he cut deeply into by valleys formed by storm-erosion

before the subsidence took place which converted them into islands,

but once they were submerged to any considerable extent, so as

to allow the sea to convert the higher ^leaks into groups of islets,

the breaching action of the water, aided by currents round and

between the islands, would be quite competent to account for much

cutting down of channels lietween islands. As the succeeding

elcvatory movement progressed and the islands arose more and

more out of the sea, it seems i)rol)able that some of the main

channels cut by the water between islands would tend to be cut

dee])er as being the most direct outlets to large areas of water,

partly imprisoned on the inland side of the ridges, and that these

hows would determine the form of the basins left when the sea had

entirelv retreated. 'I’he stormwater outfall would naturally follow

the course shaped by the retiring sea waters.

A very beautiful example of a gap in which there is no river,

is seen on"th'‘ --oad from Peak Hill to Nullagine, about 2.') to oO

miles out fioni Peak Hill. I’or this distance the track lies over

verv level plains, cut into here and there by a "creek,’ which is

one of the heads of the south l)ranch of the Ciascoyne River, and

the shallow sections exposed in the watercourses show the soil to

be underlaid by layers of ferruginous comi)acted sand and small

pebbles. In one place numeiams thin Hakes of hard whitish lime-

stone were picked up. showing the i)rcsence of beds of the Nulla-

gine series. Several clay ])ans were seen, in which fresh water

would accumulate during rains. While i)assing over those plains

the road is heading towards a blue ratige of hills, visible for many

miles, and as one gets closer ami closer to this range, it seems im-

possible that it can be crossed excc])t by climbing over it. But

suddenly a wide iiass opens right through it. and the plain con-

tinues as a fiat wide strip of level ground, plentifully covered on

surface by subangular stones, between stee]) slo])es on either side.

Soon the road emerges again from the range on its north side, ano
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continues for miles over more plains without having risen at all

perceptibly to the eye in crossing the range. Doubtless exact

measurements would show a good deal of variation in level, as the

range appears to be a watershed between two drainage basins.

Further north the plain runs along the foot of several hills, here

mostly formed from the Nullagine beds, and everywhere the con-

tact loctween the plain and the toes of the hills ]jreservcs its beach-

like characteristics. 'Fhcre seemed to the writer to be no possible

explanation of the extraordinary uniformity of level of the plain,

and unbroken persistence of the beach typo of the edges of it, other

than that it took its final shape from being covered by a sheet of

water. It did not seem possil)lo to reconcile such extreme regu-

larity of ])lanatioii with any known action of wind, or wind and

rain combined, as erosive agents, d’hcrc must be a small rise and

fall in the iilain country, however, for the road over it, though

showing no grades very ])ercc])tit)lc in travelling, gradually passes

from the watershed of the Gascoyne River on to that of the Ash-

burton. 'j'he stock route wells along this track arc mostly sunk,

apparently in deep soil, with sands and clayey little coherent strata

beneath, of ju'ohalily quite recent age, but some of them seem to go

into the Nullagine l)eds.

At the llgarcre copper field we find great stretches of plain

country, sparsely covered with ‘hnulga,” and often quite bare over

considerable areas. 'These })lains resemble those usual further

south in the F.asleni Goldfields, in being mostly covered on surface

with a plentiful s])rink]ing of iron oxide and cherty gravel usually

somewhat rounded, but possibly owing the rounded shajies more

to concretionary growth in the case of the ironstone gravel and

surface wear and weathering in that of the other stones than to

water attrition. 'This feature will be considered later on. On the

Avest side of one of these plains we come to some hilly country,

composed of slates and basalt of the Nullagine series, and fairly

deeply cut into by a nmnber of distinct "gullies.’’ evidently eroded

by running water within the most recent times. One branch gully

came up into the plain and could be seen to be partly cut out of it

and to lie below its level. These watercourses were parts of the

headwaters of the Ashburton River, and in them ordinary riv'er

erosion is evidently proceeding rapidly now whenever storms sup-

ply the necessary water to cause the streams to fill. The water-

courses are evidently younger than the plains, and cutting back into

them. This shows that the formation of the plains must date back

some considerable distance in ])oint of time, and that there has been

a change of conditions which has allowed of the starting of a cycle

of river erosion, still in quite an early stage.

PLAIXS—“breakaways” AXU SALT LAKES.

In the East Murchison and Mt. Margaret Goldfields and south-

wards from them to the south coast, we find ourselves in a region

of small rainfall in which running streams are rare, and cases of
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apprecia])le river erosion almost entirely absent until the coastal

strip is reached. 1'he most prominent physioj^raphical characteris-

tic of this i)art of the country is extreme peneplanation. there beinj^

no reallv higli hills, such as there are being of the worn-down hum-

mocky type, and the greatest part of the area is occupied by exten-

sive plains and salt lakes. As previously mentioned the i)lains

generally merge into one another —-though often we have the main

parts of each at considerably different levels —and dip on the whole

very gently southward. One of the best examples of this sort of

country may be seen between Meekatharra and Cue. There are

two principal lakes in this region, Lake Annean and Lake Austin,

with several smaller ones like the lake near (Juinn’s. The lakes

occupv the lowest parts of very flat basins, and have very ill-

dcfmcd margins in most i>laces, the bare mud flats along their

edges becoming covered graduallv with a growth of vegetation.

\\ hich is scanty at first, but soon gets more luxuriant as one passes

outwards from the salt-pans. Pnil one may go on for miles out

from the lakes without encountering any rise in the plain country

l^erceptible to the eye, the grades lieing so flat as to be almost un-

noticea'lile without precise levelling. From Lake .Vnnean one may
go over ])]ains eastward, by going round the higher land at Quinn's

and Ihirnakura. and reach Quinn's Lake, and from there go south-

westerly. all over plain country, to T.ake Austin. Coming south

from Lake .\nncan one may also follow plain country all the way to

Lake Austin, although the railway goes over higher ground at

Tuckanarra and Stake Well. Lake Annean however, is quite SO

feet higher than Lake .\ustin.* The lakes are seen to be merely

the lowest depressions in one large plain which has a slight dip

southward. On following this plain outw ards, we find that it very

commonly is fringed with lines of cliffs, often fiO to HH) feet high,

usually cut from weathered granite much laterilise{l on the surface.

These cliffs (escarpments) are known on the fields as “Tlreak-

awavs," i)rol)al)ly from some idea that the ground has l)roken and

fallen along them, d'hey show no sign, however, of being fault-

scarps, being very irregular in outline as a rule, with often outlying

“stacks" separated from the mainland and ha\ ing scarps all round

them. The cliffs are full of small caves and rock-shelters worn

out of the laterite and the soft kaolinised granite lying beneath it,

and often there are fallen Ifiocks of the laterite at the foot of th.

clilTs. Verv usually the slope of the plain curves up very per-

ceptibly to the toe of the cliffs, hnl the general horizontality of the

edge of the ])lains along the bottom of the cliffs is very marked.

The sha])es and outlines presented along the contact of the plains

with the cliffs are ([uitc similar to those seen along the clifl-lined

shore of a sea or lake, and after close examination of many of them

with rival theories of wind and water formation in mind, the con-

vene Staliou 148^ Day Dawn Station 1398, F anninc Station 1475
Austin Station 1364. Nallan 1389. feet (Railway heights',
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elusion has always seemed to the writer quite unavoidable that

these scarps have been formed ])y the Ijreachinj? action of a cou

siderable body of water occupying the area now rci)resented l)y the

])lains. (Juitc similar “Breakaways” are seen in parts of the shores

of Lake Lefroy and Lake Cowan at the i)resent time, and the

scenerv along almost any of these "breakaways' continually recalls

that seen along any sea or lake sh{)re which is fringed with water-

worn cliffs. When we sec the features characteristic of cliffs caus-

ed by sea or lake erosion, reproduced along the shores of salt lakes

like Lakes Cowan and Lefroy. which are almost certainly raised up

l)ortions of an ol<l sea inlet, extending deep inland from the south

coast, and lind them again further north round the plains of which

other salt lakes and salt i)ans are the lowest depressions, the con-

clusion seems irresistible that the mulga-clad i)!ain of the north is

merely a somewhat later stage of the salt lake basin fur-

ther south, and that the surrounding ‘’breakaways” ret)resent the

cliffs formed when these ])lains were occu])ied by large bodies of

water.

When speaking of the "breakaways” of the Murchison, Last

Murchison, and Mt. Margaret goldfields, wdiich are the part of the

country in which the finest examples of this feature are to be

found, it is necessary to notice one very striking characteristic of

many of them, which recpiires to be ex})lained by any jjhysiographi-

cal theory which attempts to account for the present relief of the

country. Most of the best marked "breakaways” are flat-topped,

and a little examination shows that the llat-toi)S arc remains of an

old plateau which has i)een very extensive. 1 he Mat-topped Hill

at Cue for example wdtich is now an isolated "stack' or "butte

has evidently been part of the adjacent flat-topped hills nearer the

towm, which like it. are capped with a lateritic covering derived

from the kaolinised granite forming their lower portions. At in-

tervals all round the Cue plain this plateau is seen, especially a'

few miles to the east of Gabanintha on the road to Wiluna. and on

the south side of the plain, where the cliffs are so prominent as to

have found special mention on the maps. Other good examples

are seen on the road from Cue to "The Pinnacles.” The present

])lain a])pears to have been excavated to a de])th of t)robably as

much as BK) to feet out of a much older i^lain of which only

flat to])ped ])ortions protected by a hard lateritic covering have

survived. Quite similar cliffs wdth lateritic flat tops to them are

seen again some miles north of Mertondale, high enough to receive

special mention on the mat), and others near Wilson’s patch, on

the high ground on the road from Lawlers to Lake Harlot before

dro^iping down to the level of the lake plain, at Hells Gates some

eight miles east of ^laninga Marley on the road from there to

Lawlers, and a particularly good example at Walkinjerie, a little

west of the read from Sandstone to Birrigrin. The Walkinjerie

hill as it ap])ears from the plain, is a narrow plateau of weathered
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granite, lateritised on the top surface, almost perfectly flat on the

top, and surrounded by plains probably quite 70 to 80 feet lower

than the plateau. The cliffs or ‘'breakaways’’ forming the edges

of the plateau are mostly very precipitous, and not easy to ascend

except in a few places. They show all the characteristics of beach

cliffs particularly well. (On the west edge of the plateau about V2

feet down from the top in a sort of shelf in the scarp is the Wal-
kinjerie rock-hole, well-known to travellers on the lOirrigrin road

as carrying a good supply of water. The rock-hole catches the

drainage from a fairly large surface of the flat top of the butte,

but its occurrence where it is found, on the face of a precipice, is

very unexpected and not very easy to explain.

There are se\'eral possible explanations of this older plateau.

It seems most probably quite considerably okler than the preseni

plains, and it may well represent part of a i)cncplanated surface

formed before the subsidence took ])lace which submerged the land

and allowed a shallow sea to carve the present features. It is even

rather likely that this surface was to some extent a reappearance

of an immensely older one, on which the beds of the Nullagine

series had l)een depositee], for traces of these are found not very

far to the north of this region, and the big mass of them in Mt.

Vagahong shows that they must have been a thick and extensive

series. It is obvious that before the Nullagine beds were laid down
the underlying old rocks must have been planed down and sub-

merged. and wlien subsequent erosion removed the covering beds

again it seem.s j)ossible that much of the old planaied surface might

he uncovered without being itself much more deeply eroded than

when previously a land surface, b'or the purposes of the present

paper it is sufficient to regard this older plateau as part of an older

land surface probably antecedent to the la.st submergence which

mainly determined the existing relief. Tt may represent an older

marine plain, possibly dating back to the subsidence which led to

the formation of the Fuicla limestones.

Further south there are frequent occasional traces of an older

surface in outliers of lateritc and lateritic conglomerate found

everv here and there lyitig on the old rocks in snch a manner as to

show them to be merely relics of a much more extensive formation.

One such isolated block —a small one—of ironstone conglomerate

near Mt. Monger, was found to have been nearly undermined by

alluvial gold diggers, the basal layer of the conglomerate contain-

ing a little gold. The lateritic bods at Coolgardie railway station

and the Coolgardie Hospital are a gootl example of this old super-

ficial formation. Whether the auriferous sandstones and grits of

Kintore are of this age or much older, is^at jireseiit quite an open

(luestion ;
they also are a relic of an older suiierhcial formation,

mostly obliterated during the final carving out of the existing

relief.
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“deep leads/'

In writings on the subject of our plain country it has been

somewhat usual to have a good deal of insistence jilaced upon the

point that in them the bedrock is generally very close up to the sur-

face so. that there is only a very small depth of soil covering it.

7'here is no doubt that such a condition is of very common occur-

rence, there being many places where the planed surface of the

bedrock is practically bare. This is well seen in several places

along the shores of Lakes Cowan and T.efroy, in the case of which

it can hardly he attempted to be questioned that the levelling or

planing agent has been water. Yet it is known from the few bor-

ings which have been made in these lakes, that the detrital material

in one case at least, is bTT feet deep below the present surlace of

the lake bed, and so little has been done to test the depths of the

basins that it is entirely i)rematurc to assume that they must always

be shallow. It must be regarded as still quite an open question

whether these lakes ought not to he regarded as filled iqi valleys of

quite considerable depth rather than shallow eroded rock basins.

There is quite a large (piantily of evidence now accunndated on the

subject of the ’‘alluvial deep leatls" not uncommonly found on our

goldfields, wliich goes to show that under the i)lains there often

arc numerous valleys of considerable depth in the bedrock. Some

examples mav be citexL^ —The "Lady Mary lead near Norseman

is a buried watercourse running into the Lake 1 )uiidas basin.

Where the lead was first found the ground was shallow, but as it

was followed towards the lake the prosT)ecting shafts iKcame suc-

cessively deeper, up to at least "0 or ^0 feet, the grade of the old

watercourse falling more steet)ly towards the lake than that of the

present surface does. If both grades continue as at present, the

valley of the old watercourse must lie well over 100 feet below the

level of the present bed of Lake Dundas.

The “Princess Royal” lead is a quite similar buried water-

course, running under the residence areas at Princess Ro\al and

out towards Lake Cowan. The shafts down to the auriferous

“wash” were shallow at the southern end. but the lead became

deeper and deeper as it went towards the lake, and the last shafts

were about 00 feet deep. It was in the workings from one of these

shafts that the sponge spicule deposits described by Dr. Hinde wewe

discovered, which he has taken to he of deep sea origin. The

bottom of this lead below Lake Cowan is probably quite 100 feet be-

low the present bottom of the lake.

At Kalgoorlie there are several well-marked "deep leads”

formed by a system of buried watercourses running from the Mari-

tana Hill westerly and southerly under the flats on which are the

towns of Kalgoorlie and Boulder. Near the hills the "leads” are

shallow, but they attain depths of 00 to 100 feet below the flats.

The surface slopes very gradually and gently to Hannan’s Lake, but
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the grade of these older watercourses, where they were worked, is

considerably steeper than that of the stirface. and if it continues

they must lie well over Idt* feet helow the present bed of the lake.

Their course however, has not been traced down to the lake, and the

bedrock api)ears to be close to surface wherever holes have been
sunk in the edge of the latter. It does not follow, if the lake beds

are filled up old valleys, that the present lakes must necessarily be
over the deepest parts of these old valleys, and it is quite possible

that the latter may lie under other portions of the flats surround-

ing the lakes.

Another quite similar deep lead has been traced from the east

side of the Pjoulder Hill at Trafalgar, down into ground up to 118

feet deep in the flat east of the hill.

At Ilulong the “Oversight” lead is traced by shafts from
shallow ground, 10 to 15 feet deep, down under the flats surround-

ing Lake Yindarlgooda. the <lee])est shafts being there somewhere
about 140 feet deep. Here the “lead” oi)ened out into a wide flat-

lying layer of gravel, loo ])oor in gold to l)e worth following. The
bottom of the “lead” is well below the present level of the lake,

and the grade of the old watercourse is much steeper than the

slo])e of the present surface towards the lake. As at Hannan's
Lake, the l)edrock at the present lake is said to be visible ])rac-

tically at surface, so the deep ground —if not cut off by faulting—

must lie under some of the surrounding flats.

At Kanowna the “deep leads” have been very famous for their

large yield of gold. They form a whole series of buried water-

courses. Wilson’s dully, the Cemetery Lead, the White Lead, the

Fitzroy lead, and the O.ILl). lead all uniting to form the North lead.

At its deepest known point the lead is well over 100 feet below

the ])resent surface. On the eastern side of the hill on which is

the Robinson mine, there is yet another well-marked lead, the

“Hoonlight Lead.” of which another branch was discovered not

long ago. This runs down to about 80 feet below the surface at

the point where further sinking on it was abandoned. These leads

lie under flats which join to the northwards and have several

small salt lakes upon them.

At Paddington a deej) lead begins in shallow ground near the

Broad Arrow dam. and has been followed past Paddington to

Smithfield. where the ground is about 100 feet deep. Mere the old

watercourse seems to widen and flatten, giving abundance of

gravel with very little gold, and work could not be continued.

The flats under which this lead runs are an extension of the Black

Pdag Lake basin.

Near Pleasant, between Broad Arrow and Black hdag, a

lead started shallow on the high ground and soon became too deep

under the flats to be readily followed. Borings have proved it to

be 125 feet deep, and there seems much likelihood that it is a
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branch of a larger lead running southward under the Black blag

Lake, and more than TOO feet below its present bed.

At Siberia, a deep lead is found at a depth of bo to 100 feet

under what is now a hill. Some mining work done on this showed

it to be a buried watercourse.

At Kurnalpi, the celebrated alluvial workings were on the

slopes of a hill on the edge of a lake, and the ground became

rapidly deeper approaching the lake.

At Nunngarra, on the Black Range, some work was done on

two leads, one at least of which was traced to a depth of 40 feet.

They disappear under flats through which they have not been fol-

lowed.

At Lake Darlot, a quite similar lead was lately followed from

shallow beginnings on the hills near the St. George mine down into

ground about TO feet deep, under the flats surrounding Lake

Darlot. but has not been traced actually under the lake. Evidence

that the ground deet)ens ratn'dly towards the lake is also seen in

some of the workings in the Hats at the west side of the field.

The above are all cases into which the writer has made per-

sonal examination, and to him there seems no doubt possible that

the leads are old watercourses in which there was a certain amount

of concentration of alluvial gold by ordinary river sorting action,

'I'he beds usually contain rounded and subrounded pebbles clearly

due to attrition in running water. The most typical gravels are

those in the Paddington and Oversight leads. 'I’here is generally

much clay and satid with the gravel or immediately over it, and

above the lowest part of the filling it is very usual to have thick

beds of unctuous clay or “pug" of which the Kanowna “pug" is

the mo.st marke<l and well-known occurrence. In the Oversight

lead a layer of hard dolomitic cemented material lies in jdaces over

the "wash" in the deep ground. Above the clayey and sandy layers

nearly all the leads have a thick layer of oxide of iron, often show-

ing concretionary and botryoidal structures, but not in my opinion

])roperly to be regarded as true lalerite. There is a general scar-

city of included superficial matter, and much of the iron oxide is so

pure as to suggest that its origin was as a precipitated iron oxide

rather than an efflorescent laterite- The normal succession of iron

oxide upon fine sedimentary cays in these buried valleys suggests

slow filling tinder lacustrine and subsequently marshy conditions,

in which first fine silts and afterwards iron oxide precipitates were

accumulated. I'he capping of leads by masses of somewhat spongi-

form oxide of iron is so very characteristic in this Stale that the

finding of a line of this sort of iron oxide, which is easily distn.

guished from laterites and gossans, may almost be regarded as a

probable indication of deep ground, with possible gold, beneath it.

In all the leads which have been examined by the writer, the deep
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leads appear to have been filled up and buried during a period long

antecedent to the actions which have given the existing surface its

present sha])c.

Opposite the Kanowna railway station on the head of the

“town lead.” we find a very hard silicious fine conglomerate lying

over the wash layer in the lead. A somewhat similar hard cherty

quartzite caps a small hill not far from the road to the racecourse,

and under this caj) there is loose quartz gravel made up of pebbles

of the thoroughly rounded marine type. Where this occurrence

fits into the geological history of the locality is at present a matter

of speculation so far as the writer is concerned; it is however,

evidence of lacustrine or marine conditions in that area in no very

(.listant geological period. The little gra\el hill is quite isolated,

and is the only one of the sort seen by the w riter anywhere in the

district, and it is certainly much older than the last stage of sur-

face sculpture. It may be i)erhaps connected with the “cement”

(fine grained conglomerate) beds of Kintore, but is evidently a

relic of an older superficial formation which has otherwise almost

entirely disappeared.

'fhe Deep leads, however, are not by any means the only

proof that there is often an older land surface buried under the

existing i)lains, and which is often at such varial)le depths below

the latter as to show that it was not so uniformly level as the pre-

sent ])]ain surfaces. This is quite often seen in mining shafts and

in stopes which come up close to surface, it being not at all uncom-
mon to find much variation in the de])ths at which the bedrock is

found beneath the surface. 'Fliis deep “surface” or “made ground”

as the miners commonly call it, often gives considerable troul)le in

tracing the outcrops of reefs into the flats, as it has to be sunk

through to find the ontcrojis. l)e])ths of “surface” up to irld feet are

not uncommon. Much greater dejiths of it are often found in

sinking wells, many of which go dowm -”() to KK) or more feet before

the bedrock is reached. Ibifortunately it is hard to get exact data

on this matter, as the well-sinkers rarely make any distinction

between soft weathered portions of the bedrock and the detrital

de])osits which cover it. There arc a great many cases known
where w'clls of (luite considerable depth are sunk almost from sur-

face in soft weathered rock, which is merely the bedrock softened

and kaolinised by weathering, and areas of such rock appear to he

as useful in acting as reservoirs of under-surface water as deposits

of superficial detritus. The records of ground passed through in

well-sinking, therefore, are rarely at all de])endablc as showing
whether the sinking is in detrital material or in weathered bedrock.

A good deal of attention has been given by the writer when travel-

ling about the fields to examining the dumps thrown out from the

wells, and in making inquiries from men with knowledge of them
to ascertain the depths at which the true bedrock has been encoun-
tered, and there arc a large number of instances where the sinking
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has been in detrital material to considerable depths. Compara-

tively few, but still a few. cases have been noticed where water-

worn gravels have been thrown out among the stuff sunk through.

One very good instance is a well on the road from Rothsay to

Field's Find, about half-way between the two so far as memory

serves, wdiere the dump of the well showed a good deal of well

worn shingly gravel. This well is sunk in the plain surrounding

Lake Monger and merging into the bed of the latter by the

characteristic imperceptible gradations previously referred to.

From a good deal of scattered evidence of this sort, the writer

has formed the conclusion that the surface of the bedrock below' the

existing plains is generally somewhat variable in its relief, and that

if the covering of detrital material conld bo imagined as removed,

it would appear as a surface of gently undulating hills and hollows,

such as might be expected of the surface of a peneplain reduced

to approximate base level by subacrial agencies, and traversed by

numerous watercourses of slight grade and consequent small

depth of erosion of their valleys. But these surfaces have since

been submerged luuler the system of large lakes of w*hich the ex-

isting salt lakes are only the shrunken remnants, and their inequali-

ties of relief have T)een filled up with lacustrine or marine drifts

and sediments, and so reduced to the extremely complete state of

planation in which they arc now found. While it is probably quite

true that the main peneplanation of the bedrock as we now find it

was due to suh-aerial erosion, it seems to me therefore that the

final touches giving the landsca])c its existing iieculiar characteris-

tics. w^ere given by submergence of the peneplain under consider-

able bodies of w-ater.

MATERIAL OF PLAINS.

The materials composing the plains have always appeared to

me very much more consi.stent with deposition as marine or lacus-

trine sediments than as wind-borne material. Nothing is more

characteristic of the goldfields plains than the way in which they

are covered over immense areas wdth a coating of stones at sur-

face. Very many of those stones arc oxide of iron pel)bles often

showung concretionary structure and which may well have been

formed almost in situ as ])isolitic growths. We know' that many

of our typical laterite cappings both on the granite hills of the

Darling Range, and on the sedimentary drifts of the coastal for-

mation, appear to be formed first as small pisolitic concretions in

the surface soil which are added to in course of lime as solutions

carrying iron are draw'ii toward the surface by capillarity and the

iron fixed by evaporation and further oxidation. In the same w'ay

it is quite possible that many of the iron oxide pebbles on the gold-

fields plains may have been formed very much where we now find

them, and it may be pointed out that this explanation of their pre-

sence would apply whether the superficial covering was formed

from either wind-borne or water deposited sediments. If
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the superficial soil is to l)e regarded as wind-borne this
explanation of the ironstone pebbles is almost the onlv
one possible, for it is clear that these heavy i)ebbles could not
have been wind-borne to any appreciable extent. As a matter of
personal opinion the writer does not attach much faith to this ex-
planation of the formation of the iron oxide pebbles, as most of
them seem to him not (o be concretions in sifn, but rather more or
less worn concretionary laterite pebbles which have been moved
from their })Iace of origin and involved in sedimentarv drift. Thev
are often much mixed with pebbles of jasper, chert, and other hard
and weather-resistant rocks, and fragments of ^^'hite quartz. In
places where the bedrock is close to the surface, it is not at all

uncommon to see the surface so thickly strewn with quartz frag-
ments as to be white in colour over quite extensive areas. Usually
such quartz is not perceptibly water-worn, the fragments being
shari)-angular or no more rounded than is usual w ith fragments of
even hard rocks which ha\'e been exposed to weather on the surface
of the ground, but every now and then it is by no means uncom-
mon to find fairly well rounded pebbles of these hard rocks. It is

not at all unusual to find that when trenches have been cut through
areas where much fragmentary quartz is visible that the liedrock
is not so close to surface as one might have thought, but is covered
by several feet of superficial soil, all containing a good deal of the
fragmentary quartz, ft is difficult to understand how wind borne
material could have through it heavy lum])S of material mounting
ujnvards from the bedrock, hut the explanation is simple if we re-
gard the drifts as sedimentary, as water has very considerable
lateral transt)orting power. I he stony layer is usually much more
noticeable right at surface than on sinking a little way downwards,
often appearing as if angular gravel had been thickh^ spread pur-
posely over hr()wii soil. 1 his is doubtless due to superficial con-
centration of the heavier stones included in the soil. The advocates
of the theory of the soil being wind-borne material, if ihev can
succeed in explaining satisfactorily why heavy angular fragments
of stone should he distributed through the sui)crficial material, can
easily explain the concentration of a suiierficial layer by ap])ealing
to the removal of the light soil by wind and rain, as no doul)t these
agencies are tjuite ca])al)Ie of so exi)laining the occurrence. At the
present moment, we know that wind docs h]o\\' away some dust
from the surface, and that rains wash au'ay .soil as mud. leaving
any heavier material in the soil accumulating as a layer of super-
ficial gravel. The only difficulty is to see, if tlic stuff was wind and
rain borne in the first place, how it came to be so full of stones
which could be so concentrated on surface, d'hc theory of aqueous
deposition finds no difficulty in cx])laining the occurrence of the
stones in the drift —quite similar muds with stones in them mav
be seen along the shores of Lake Cowan any day one cares to look
along the trenches dug for the Norseman Causeway—hut suggests
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amount of concentration of the heavier material by water removal

of fine silt as well as by the subsequent accentuation of the same

action by rain and wind after the lake waters have gone and the

beaches have become dry land.

The “made ground"— to use the miners’ term —quite often

shows alternations of more sandy and more clayey material as

would be expected from de])osits in water, and in no case has the

writer come across any considerable mass of such ground which he

could regard as even probably derived from accumulations of wind-

borne dust and sand. The physical character of the superficial soils

overlying the bed rock seems to him to be quite against the theory

of wind deposition.

SAND HILLS AND SAND PLAINS.

Ill this statement, however, sand-hills and siqierficial sand-

drifts must be excei)ted. but these also when examined present

notable features which are of much consequence in arriving at a

theory of their formation. It may seem the “most imkindest cut

of all" to the suptiorters of the wind-erosion theory to claim their

sand hills in supiiort of that of water planation, but it is in the

position and behaviour of the sandy areas that the writer has found

what appear to him to be powerful arguments in favour of the

theory of lacustrine or marine planation as against that of wind-

erosion. Sand-hills and sand-patches are found very commonly

all over the country at all levels, but it is very noticeable that the

biggest and best formed sand-hills, exce])t those close to the coast,

are usually, so far as the writer's own experience goes, on high land

surrounding the lake plains. One of the most extensive sandy

areas encountered on the goldfields, is crossed on the road from

Gabanintha to Wiluna, a short distance east of the rabbit-proof

fence. Here the ridge between the Lake Annean to Lake Austin

lake i)lain and that surrounding Lake Wayand Lake Violet rises to

a considerable height above these plains, and the sand is very

heavy to traverse, ft is formed often into well-marked sand dunes

of typical shapes, now covered with spinifex and small scrub, and

rarely shows signs of having been in motion as drifting dunes for

a very long time. 'Lhe dunes are practically fixed by the vegeta-

tion, and wind appears to have Init little effect on them. The

sand-ridges are found southward to Birrigrin and Barramhie, being

very difficult to traverse between these two centres, and the rabbit-

proof fence from Barramhie to Gum Creek passes through them

for many miles. Rverywhere they are on the high ridge on the

edges of the lake plains, and are practically fixed in position by a

coating of vegetation.

The Barr Smith Range, passed over on the old road between

Kathleen Valley and Cork-tree well, on the way to Wiluna. is

another very characteristic sand-plain, with only very small dunes,

now well fixed by vegetation. It is high ground on a ridge between
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two extensive brown-soil plains. 1liis tract of sandy country is

found westwards nearly to Birrigrin and Black Bange. Another
similar stretch of sand hills, very bad for travelling through,
separates the plains near the Alt. Sir Samuel mining area from
those of New Bngland and Lake Darlot, there being a high sandy
ridge between them from the New England country nearly all the

way south to Wilson's Patch. The sand hills are particularly well
seen where the road from Alt. Sir Samuel to New England crosses
the high ground, but here. too. the dunes have every apijearance of
having been long fixed in their existing positions, being well cover-
ed with scrub.

Another well-known line of sandy country lies between Afen-

zies and Davyhurst. on the north and south ridge between the

Goongarrie Lake plain and that of Siberia Lake. Here too, the
dunes seem to have been long fixed by vegetation.

Between the Jaurdic Hills and Coolgardie there is a sand-
patch several miles in width on the highest ground between brown
soil flats on cither side of it. and several similar ])atches are seen
along the railway line l)etwcen Northam and Kalgoorlie. Near
Tammin it is very noticealde that the sand-patches arc usually, it

not always, on the ridges between the fertile lower-lying plains.

Going down the rabbit-iiroof fence from Burracoppin to

Ravensthorpe. a great deal of very sandy country is traversed, but
even there the prevalence of the sand on the higher ground is very
marked.

Another extensive sand-i)lain is crossed on the road from
Yalgoo to Rothsay. on the high ground between the A^algoo plain

and that of Lake Monger. Here no dimes were seen however, the

sand plains being remarkably flat.

Yet another good example of sand plains on high ground is

seen in travelling from Northampton to the old Geraldine mines
on the Alurchison River. 1die road rises np off the fertile jilains

and undulating country to the north of Northampton on to a sand-
plain on a high ridge sei)arating the valley of the Bowes River from
that of the Alurchison. This ])lain shows few and only very small

dunes where seen l)y the writer, and forms a <listinct sandy plateau

considerably higher than the hrown-soil country on either side of
it.

Now how are we to account for this extraordinary predilec-

tion of the sand deposits for the higher ground? it is not the ex-
perience of wind-action elsewhere, where its effects on sand can be
watched in progress, as in the case of the coastal dunes, that the

plains should be swept free of sand and this accumulated on the

highest ground round them. It is true that there are very fre-

quently sandy areas in the plains, so that they are not clear of sand
by any means, but the freedom of great areas of them from sand
is very remarkable if their erosion has been due in any marked
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degree to the cutting action of wind-driven sand. Where we see

drifting sand dunes, as on the south coast, it does not seem to

matter much whether the ground is high or low; the dunes march

forward before the ])revailing winds over high and low ground

without discrimination. There is no visible tendency to build up

on one spot more than another, excej)! right along the beaches,

where the loose sand thrown n]) from the sea is first stopped by

the defence of vegetation. Sand-hills build up most characteristi-

cally along this frontier, l)etween the fresh supplies of sand ever

throAvn on the beach by the waves and the barrier opposed to its

inward drift by the fixing action of vegetation. Among the inland

lakes excellent examples of sandhills round the margins of the

lakes are quite commonly seen, for example on the south side of

the Siberia lake on the road from Davyhnrst to Siberia,

and on the shores of Lake Koorkoordine on the

road from Southern Cross to Koolyaiiobbin. And just

as we often find marginal sand dunes round the existing salt

lakes, so the main belts of sandy country corre.spond with the posi-

tion in which we might exjiect sand dunes to have lieen formed

round the older and larger lake-beds, which now form the brown

soil plains. They are still in ])osition where they were formed

when the lakes were filled with water, and are therefore on the

high country separating the lake basins.

While on this suliject it is instructive to notice the very dif-

ferent type of surface prevailing in the sand dune country from

that on the hrown-soil plains. Where the surface has been moved
obviously by wind it is uneven, and in small hills and hollows re-

sembling waves, which in cases rise to the magnitude of dunes where

the bodies of sand are larger. Wc at once get the typical wind-

shaped surface, exemplifying the well-known fact that material

accumulated by wind lies in waves and drifts and not in level

dei)osits. But how then can we ascril^e the levelness of the plains

to wind action? Wind is not a cutter of level surfaces, but of

uneven ones.

It is readily admitted that windstorms of much violence are

not uncommon on our fields, and on any fine day in summer it is

quite usual to he able to see several whirlwind clouds of dust

dancing over the landscape at one time. But so far as the writer's

observation has gone, it is very uncommon, if not unknown, to see

any signs of the ground being worn away perceptibly by dust

storms. If they were a strongly-operating cause of removal of

the surface soil we should expect to see quite commonly, trees

with the top portions of their roots laid bare by the wind, and

standing well out of the soil, but the general appearance of the

trees is usually quite distinctly the contrary of this, the soil often

appearing rather to have accumulated round the stems than to have

uncovered the roots. A good deal of attention has been given to

observing this point, and the writer is quite satisfied that the vege-
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tation on the plains usually shows no sign of any appreciable wear-

ing down of the surface soil by wind erosion.

TKATEKTIXn DEPOSITS.

Turning to another feature of many of the lake plains, it does

not appear to have attracted much notice hitherto that deposits of

im])ure limestone are not uncommon in many of them. Usually it

has the appearance of travertine, and where it has been described

it seems often to have been somewhat hastily assumed to he formed
by emanations of lime-bearing solutions from weathering of under-

lying basic rocks. This may quite well be true in some cases, and

the association of the closely allied magnesite dejiosits with basic

rocks seems fairly well established in some of the occurrences of

this mineral in this State, though there seem to be others in which

no such association has yet been made out. Some of the largest

travertine deposits seen by the writer, however, do not appear to

be on basic rocks at all. so far as can be seen. On the south side

of Lake Annean on the road to Cue, there is a large amount of

this travertine, apparently on granite bedrock, and another exten-

gi\'e occurrence is seen near Nallan, at a favourite picnic ground to

the north of Cue, where the railway authorities have established a

ballast ])it from which the travertine is extracted for ballasting the

railway. Another large patch of similar limestone is passed over

to the south-east of Quinn's, on the road to Erroll’s, in an area

where the visible bedrock is mostly granite. Other occurrences

are near Lake Aliranda and Lake Way. a short distance out from
the margin of the iwesent salt-jians. Several other little patches of

similar limestone have been found useful on the goldfields for

burning for lime for cyaniding and building oj^erations. although

the mineral is usually too impure to give good ([uicklimc. short

distance out from Southern Cross on tlie road to Marvel Loch,

there is a large amount of concretionary limestone, in sjdierical

nodules from the size of i^eas up to that of cricket-balls, which
was burned for lime in the earlier days of the Southern Cross Gold-

field. These are on a (li{)ritic bedrock, but where the deposit

occurs this rock croi)s out at surface in what appears to the eye to

be a remarkably unweathered condition giving little support to the

explanation that the carbonate of litne is derived from it. The
position of the lime dei)osit is only a few feet above the plain of

Lake lk)laris. and on the margin of it. 1’hc travertine deposits at

the south end of the Causeway at Norseman are quite similar to

most of those just mentioned —except for the spheroidal concre-

tionary one at Southern Cross, which ap])cars to l)e dii'fcrcnt from
the rest —and are found in patches for some distance up on the

Norseman hill, and at first there was no reason to think that they

were anything else then superficial travertines derived from the

greenstone bedrock. l>ut the discovery l)y Mr. W. D. Campbell,

of several species of marine fossils in these limestones, here much
opalised. has thrown quite a new light u])on them. In this case
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there can be no doubt that the calcareous travertine represents the

much weathered condition of a former bed of shells and shelly

detritus, and bearing this in mind together with the marginal posi-

tion on lakes of most of the other travertine areas, it is not a great

assum])tioii to make to suppose that they also were shell l)anks.

^''ery little attention ap])ears to have been given by any observer to

the calcareous deposits. i)rol)ably owing to exigences of travel and

acceptance of the prevalent idea that they were merely travertines

from l)asic rocks, but it seems to the writer that there is a very

strong case made out for thinking that they are most probably

of marine origin, and that they also will be found to lie fossili-

ferous when well searched, d'liey will probably prove to yield the

decisive evidence as to the truth or otherwise of the theory of a

recent marine invasion of onr goldfields areas.

The spongy to ])ulverulent, yet often also concretionary and

nodular character of these travertines, and the frequent occur-

rence with them of opalised matter, may easily he the result of

subarid weathering of banks of shell sand. The thin coating of

superficial limestone along the shore at Port lledland is of very

similar character, and to a passing glance shows little or no sign

of being formed from organic <letritus, yet with marine life

swarming l)etween tide-levels on the shore close by, it can hardly

be doubted that the limestones are <lerived from similar organic

remains. Much of the betlded limestone near Ilopetoun, similarly,

which is often jmetty distinctly stratified, has also a similar traver-

tine-like character. In the railway cuttings lietween Cottesloe

Beach and North Fremantle we see excellent sections showing a

great amount of re-arrangement of the calcareous material l)y solu-

tion and rei^recipitation along lines on which passage of wxiter

through the mass has l)een jiossible. and there seems no good
chemical reason to doubt that the transformation of shell sands into

travertine-like deposits could easily result fr(jm sut)erficial weather-

ing under the conditions of small i)rcci])itation and rapid evapora-

tion ])revalcut on our fields. 'Phe fall of rain upon the porous

material, and the subsequent withdrawal of the water from the

soil by ca])illary attraction to surface and eva])oration. supply

quite the ideal conditions for rai)id and extreme alteration of

superficial calcareous beds. It is suggested that this rapiil weather-

ing cf calcareous matter may l)e a very sufficient reason for the

absence from the lake l)asins of any of the signs of marine life

which would be ex])ected on the theory of their having been sul)-

merged under the sea.
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The next question to which study of the lake areas leads us

is that cf the degree and nature of the salinity of the natural

waters found in the goldfields. This is a matter on which much
light is likely to he thrown by the greatly hoped for publication at

an early date by the Geological Survey of W.A. of all the numer-
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oils analyses of the waters of the States, which have been made
for various purposes. From examination of a large number of

these analyses the present writer is strongly of opinion that they

point to deri\ation of their saline contents from a marine source

rather than directly from integral constituents of the bedrock. It

is obvious that strata laid down as sediments under sea water
must contain a proportion of sea-salts in them when they are again

elevated to become dry land, and even the old crystalline rocks,

when their upper surfaces have been under the sea may well be

assumed to have a large amount of salt water forced into them
through all possible joints and fissures in them, which would
mostly he retained when they were again elevated above sea level.

Such interstitial salt would then have to be regarded as of marine

origin, and quite foreign to the solid constituents of the rocks in

which it is entangled, and would be capable of being washed out of

them. It \vould thus be different in origin from salts set free by

the weathering and chemical changes affecting the original mater-

ials of the rock itself. The commonly accepted theory that West-
ern Australia presents a very old land-surface which has never

been submerged for ages, liowever. demands that the saline accu-

mulations must be regarded as principally derived from the inte-

gral minerals comi)osing the bedrock. Hut so far as analyses have

gone, there is very little chlorine in the crystalline rocks, and it

is very difficult to believe that the enormous quantities of salt pre-

sent in the salt pans and the surface soil and shallow underground

waters of this State can have been formed merely by prolonged

concentration of the minute amounts of chlorides as yet demon-

strated to be existent as a primal constituent of the crystalline

rocks. It is often stated that the areas occupied by the greenstones

vield ground water much more highly saline than that of the

granite districts, and also that the soda-granite country is saber

than that composed of orthoclase or microcline granite. Thv

writer is very dubious as to these statements being acceptable as

correct generalisations, as there are several granite regions towards

the south coast where the ground waters are extremely salt, and

other greenstone districts, esjjecially in the AInrehison, East Alur-

chison. and Alt. ATargaret fields, where fresh water is found just as

commonly as in the granite. In the absence of analytical proof

that the greenstones average considerably higher than the granites

in percentage of chlorine in their crystalline constituents, the

writer is inclined to ascribe any local differences in salinity which

may he noticed rather to the much more jointed and often schis-

tose structure of the greenstones as compared with the granites,

and their consequent greater liability to inclose interstitial salt

water whose salt is not necessarily derived from the enclosing rock.

A somewhat curious instance is seen at the Govrnmeiit dam at

Cordingu]) Creek at Ravensthorpe, where some 000,000 gallons

of fresh water are im])ounded from rains falling on a granite
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catchment. Near the back of the dam one of the diorite dykes
very common in this district crosses the Cordingup Creek, and at

this point it was found that there was an exudation of salt water in

small quantities, but sufficient gradually to affect the fresh water,
and to require special measures to be taken to cut off the salt water
feeder. It is incredible that this salt should be leached out of
either the solid crystalline granite or the equally dense crystalline

diorite, both of which are practically unweathered at this point, but
there is nothing strange in there being salt water in the fissures

along the margins of the <lyke. ExceiK for a short time during
rains almost all the natural waters of the Ravensthorpc district are
very salt, whether the bedrock is granite or diorite, and salt water
must therefore be expected to accumulate in all joints, breaks, and
other fissures of the rock.

By tracing the conditions of salinity of the country from the
south coast northwards, the writer thinks that we shall be able to
see an explanation of most of the phenomena exhibited, and to
conclude that they are in keeping with the theory of marine
submergence, though mexi)licable on that of sub-aerial pcneplana^
tion. All along the south coast from Albany eastward to Esper-
ance, the country is very salt, most of the streams —even running
ones—being quite undrinkalfie even l>y cattle during the drier parts
of the year. When Hooded by rains they may he fairly fresh for
a little while, but they soon become salt again, and even in rains
the spectacle may ])e witnessed of a rushing turbid torrent of salt

water. The Palinup Rirer, Salt River, Jacup River. Hamersley
River, and Phillips River may generally be seen running a little,

where crossed in travelling from Albany to Ravensthorpc. but
are very salt. On the granite rocks near the head of the Hamers-
ley River, there is a camping place where a little fresh water may
generally be obtained. Init where the writer found that nearly all

the water trickling over hare granite was quite salt. Vet it is not
the granite which is yielding the salt, for rock holes in the granite
are found in which the water remains perfectly fresh for weeks.
The celebrated Night WT'll on the Salt River was in granite in
the valley of the river and only a few feet above its bed, and above
it and below it in the bed of the river there were salt water ])ools
when the writer visited it in 1902. 'I'he fresh water was in a
crevice in the granite and so had every op])ortnnily to dissolve salt
from it if the granite were the source of the salt, but the water
was quite fresh. So also tanks blasted out of the granite, and
with a bare granite catchment, in other parts of the southern dis-
trict. retain their water perfectly fresh. The hard granite evi-
dently is not the source of the salt, hut all the overlying soil and
the sand plains appear to be full of salt. It is clear that every time
the streams run they must carry away a large amount of salt to
the sea, and it is an indication of the enormous amount of salt
available, and also of the comparatively short time during which
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the leaching action can have been going on, that there is still so

much yet to he removed.

Going further north, the country still remains salt, irrespec-

tive of whether granite or greenstone is the l)edrock, but there is

no difficulty in getting fresh water daring rains for storage in

dams. I'he surface layers of the ground have been washed fairly

free from salt by the rains, and in favourable places fresh water
‘'soaks” may be found, especially where fresh water j)ouring off

bare granite rocks has accumulated under superficial drift round
their bases. It has been able in course of time to wash out and
])ress back the salt water. Wells in such places however, are very

often found to turn salt very rapidly when used, the drainage into

the well evidently soon drawing back the salt water which had been
displaced by fresh. It is also very often found that one must be

very careful about deepening such wells, as the fresh water zone
is often quickly j)assed through and salt water found below it.

A curious instance of fresh water in salt country was found when
boring for water at the Jaurdie Hills not tar from Cooigardie. A
small valley comes out of the hills, down w'hich at times of heavy
rain there is a fairly strong How of water which soon is absorbed

when it reaches the plain. Horings found that the alluvial drift in

the flat at the mouth of this little valley w'as some <>0-7b feet deep,

if my memory is correct, and three of these bores got salt water.

A fourth. t)ut dov.ri within the triangle formed l)y the first three,

obtained fairly fresh water, but when a w'ell was sunk the water
soon became salt. 'I'he explanation doubtless is that the alluvial

drift was salt in the main. l)ut that the fresh w'aler from the hills

had established a line of tlow^ for itself througli the drift, along

\vhich the sail had been w'ashed out. ’I'he fresh water bore hap-

pened to hit this channel and got fresh water, but the demands of

a well sot>n brought in the salt water from the surrounding sab
country. Another fresh water well at Cooigardie in its early

days was a bonanza for a short time to its owner, but it soon alsL.

became salt.

Continuing northw'ards, fresh w'ater wells and soaks become
much more frc(|nent and more permanent, and the salinity of other

wells is generally much less than in the southern districts. North
of Kookynie. fresh water wells become tjuite common, though the

lowest lying ground is a])t to he very salt, and salt lakes arc still

cDinmon. Rising into still higher country the wells are (.)n the

whole fairly fresh, and iiiaiiv of them excellent water, though
there is often great variation in the salinity of wells quite near one
another. Is it not pretty clear that height above sea level is the

principal factor in the prol)leni, and that the country which stands

highest has had the best chance of having the salt removed from
it by rains and the gradual down grade How' of the ground waters;’

Also if the theory of submergence under the sea by subsidence and
subsequent emergence by elevation be correct, the higher country
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has been longer exposed to the washing action of the rains, and

has been more thoroughly leached of salt than the parts which

were later in emerging. The snb-aerial theory might explain the

accumulation of the salt in the lowest parts of the plains where the

water gathers, l>iU it does not explain why the South Coast region

which has twice or thrice as great a rainlall as the country further

north should be the saltest portion of the State.

The salt waters found in our salt areas vary greatly in total

jiercentage of saline constituents per unit of water, and also a

good deal in the relative amount of the various salts jiresent, but

it is very notable that the salts iiresent are principally those also

found in sea water, and are such as might result from the leaching

of sea salt from superficial sediments. In this process certain

reactions are liable to take place between the salts and the constitu-

ents of the soil which may have the effect of rendering some jxir-

tions of the former insolubie, with interchange of other soluble salts

not originally in the sea water in ])lace of them. The calcium

sulphate in sea water, for example, might readily react with sodium

carbonate formed by the weathering of sodium-bearing silicates in

the soil, to form the much less soluble carbonate ot lime and

sodium sulphate. Many such reactions must be exjiected which

might soon alter the quantitative proportion between the various

salts from that normal in sea water. Taken on the whole, the salts

in our salt lakes and wells may truly be said to be of a marine

facies, sodium chloride being always predominant, and constantly

associated with much of suliihates of lime and chlorides and sul-

phates of magnesia, in some cases the magnesia salts are more

plentiful than usual, and the composition of the saline constituents

of the water then a])proaches that of the ‘*l)itterus” formed when
])art of the sodium chloride of sea water has been crystallised out

of it. Whether such removal of sodium chloride he the reason of

the relative excess of magnesium salts or not, it may be noted that

very similar variations in the proportions of sodium and magnes-

ium salts arc couimou in brines pumped from saline strata in salt

producing districts. In these, too. a like differential removal of

certain of the salts must have taken place as the marine origin of

these salt beds is undis])iUe<k and the proportions of the

salts present must therefore have been originally those normal in

sea water.

d'he insufficiency of the theory that the salt in the ocean is

derived from mere evaporative concentration of the salts brought

down by rivers has frequently been remarked upon. Julius Roth,

for example, found that the proportions of the salts of river and

sea water were :

—

Carbonates. Sulphates. Chlorides.

% % %
River water .... 80 13 7

Sea water 0.2 10 89
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The learned authors of the article on "Ocean and Oceanography’^
in the Encyclopedia Rritannica, who quote Roth's figures, also

remark; "The salts of salt lakes which have been formed in the

areas of internal drainage in the hearts of the continents by the
evaporation of river water are entirely different in composition
from those of the sea, as the existence of the numerous natron and
bitter lakes shows." The water of Lake Van. for example, con-
tains 5.397G grams of sodium carbonate per 1000 grams of water,
to 8.0500 grams of sodium chloride. The principal soluble salts

formed by the chemical action of the weather on the compound
silicates which form the bulk of the crystalline rocks are carbon-
ates or bicarbonates of the alkalies and alkaline earths, and as
a natural consequence these salts must be expected to predominate
in the surface waters leaching through masses of weathering rock.

Unless chlorine be present as a constituent of the rocks, no con-
siderable amount of sodium chloride can be formed from such
weathering, and unless, therefore, our crystalline rocks can be
shown to carry a quite perceptible amount of chlorine in them on
the average, there is no reason to look to them as the source of
the salt so plentiful in the ground w^ter. So far as chemical
analyses have been published chlorine has very rarely been noted as
a constituent of our crystalline rocks at all, and the petrological

descriptions do not indicate any unusual abundance of chlorine-
bearing minerals.

In this connection it may be of interest to refer to the tables

of analyses of natural waters in Australia given in the Report of

Proceedings of the Interstate Conference on Artesian Waters,
1912. Appendix B. gives 54 analyses of bore waters in New South
Wales, characterised by the carbonates of sodium, potassium, cal-

cium, and magnesium being in almost all cases greatly in excess of
the sodium chloride present. In Appendix PI. there are several

hundred analyses of New South Wales artesian and subartesian

waters, and the great majority of these also show alkaline carbon-
ates in large excess over sodium chloride, although a few are
mainly saline waters. In Appendix M., Tables 11 and 111 give
65 analyses of waters from Western Australia, but in these sodium
chloride is almost always in large excess over all other salts pre-
sent, and carbonates are of quite subordinate importance. The
reversal of the relative proportions of chlorides and carl)onates in

the ground water at once suggests some essential difference

between the conditions of the two provinces of New South Wales
and Western Australia. Appendix T. shows 48 analyses of bore
and well waters from the Mallee country of Victoria, with a great
preponderance of sodium chloride over all other constituents. In
Appendix Y. there are 34 analyses from South Australia, of waters
from the Great Australian Basin

; in 28 of these sodium chloride is

the most abundant salt present, hut iu 6 cases sodium carbonate
predominates, and in 11 the sodium carbonate is next to sodium
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chloride in abundance. In the table of analyses of Queensland

waters, the relative proportions of the various salts have not always

been determined, but it may be seen that in a large number of cases

the sodium carbonate is the salt most plentifully present, while in

others sodium chloride predominates. It seems rather probable

that a careful correlation of all these different analyses according

to locality and composition taken in conjunction with the geological

structure at each bore might give useful results in assisting to

arrive at some conclusion why certain regions have developed

alkaline rather than saline ground waters. For the purposes of

the present paper the main point to be emphasised in these analyses

is the great salinity of the Western Australian ground waters as

compared with those of Eastern Australia. It is submitted that

the most feasible explanation of the occurrence of such abnormal

quantities of common salt is that it is derived from sea water

within a space of time so recent, geologically speaking, that it has

been insufficient to allow of the salt being either carried back to

the sea or concentrated entirely in the low-lying salt lakes. All the

rain that falls on the surface tends to carry the salt into one or

other of these final receptacles, and the fact that this action has

not yet succeeded in removing the salt from the soil to anything

approaching the extent that must follow from long continued leach-

ing by rain, may be taken as supporting the view that the present

condition is of comparatively recent occurrence. This argument,

however, is weakened by the fact that the capacity for evaporation

of water in this State very greatly exceeds the precipitation, so that

it is possible and in many cases probable that very little if any of

the rain falling on a district goes to increase the body of ground

water and to help to drive it forward on its slow hut constant

course seaward. A great deal of it simply sinks into the earlh for

a time, but is brought up again by capillarity and vegetation and

evaporated. It is therefore quite possilde that the salinity of the

soil of such a district might remain practically constant for an

indefinite period. The most that can be regarded as certain is that

the salt would tend to become more and more collected in the

lowest lying portions of each district, and that in course of time

the slow seaward movement of the ground water must tend to

restoration of the salt to the ocean. That this result has been at-

tained in the higher central regions of the State more thoroughly

than in the southern coastal ones has been already pointed out.

The dogma that the central portion of this State has been a

land-surface from time immemorial, which has been re-iterated so

often as to have become generally accepted belief, seems to the pre-

sent writer to be founded on no sure basis of facts and to be en-

tirely o])posed to the physiographical evidence above narrated,

which all goes to show that the very shape of the landscape as

we now see it has been mainly impressed upon it by the action of

bodies of salt water. It is difficult to discover why such a theory
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should be held, for there is a good deal of evidence that the sea

has extended over the greater part of the State not only once, but

repeatedly since the very ancient rocks forming our goldfields were

first exposc<I as a land surface. These oldest rocks, taking all the

Pre-Cambrian ones together, are uncovered at surface at the pre-

sent day ill the Central and Eastern Goldfields, hut in the greater

part of the northern half of the State they are overlain by the much
vounger Nullagine formation, and there a])pears to be at least a

strong possibility that this reapiiears in the Stirling and Eyre

Ranges in the South. There is quite a considerable degree of pro-

babilitv that the whole of the State has been covered by the Nulla-

gine formation, lying upon a previously planed-down surface of the

Prc-Cambriaii rocks. Subsequent erosions have removed the Nul-

lagine rocks over huge areas. After the formation, upheaval, and

land-erosion of the NTillagine beds there has again been depres-

sion of large parts of the area of the State below sea level when
the Carboniferous formation was laid down, which must have ex-

tended over a very large portion of the State, as we still find large

areas of it in districts so far apart as the Kimberley, Gascoyne,

and Collie mineral fields. The elevation to which these beds ex-

tend suggests that when they were laid down there was much
probability that a great deal of the rest of the State was also

submerged. Then still later there must have been submergence

of large portions of the State when the Meso?:oic '•x'ks were laid

down which wc find from Gin Gin northwards to beyond Gerald-

ton, uj) to considerable elevations, and the limestones of the Eucla

plateau, found u]) to heights of about 1000 feet above sea level,

point to a probably rather later period of sul)sidence and marine

sedimentation over an immense tract of country. When the sea

came inland to the northern edge of the Eucla limestone area it

may well have flooded a great part of the liastern goldflelds which

are now below the 1000 feet level, and a comparatively slight fur-

ther subsidence would have carried it over practically the whole of

the Central and Eastern Goldfields if the relative levels of the

various districts remained the same then as at present. The

Government Geologist has also described limestones, proliably of

Tertiary age. occurring at a high level near the head of the Oak-

over River in the Ifllbara Goldfield, which would indicate a sub-

sidence in Tertiary times sufficient to bring the sea a long way
inland at that point.

It is seen therefore, that there is positive evidence of suc-

cessive invasions of the sea well into what is now the interior of

Western .\ustralia. up to the Cretaceous and probably the Eocene,

or even later periods, and there is no reason to .sup])osc that the

limits as we now find them of the formations then laid down were

the extreme limits to which the sea waters extended. It is much

more likely on the contrary that the sea extended over a great
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deal more country, in which no traces of its presence have been
preserved.

Subsequent to the laying down of the Cretaceo-Tertiary lime-

stones there have been further oscillations upward and downward
of the land forming this State, with formation of the Tertiary to

recent coastal limestones and sandstones. There is much doubt as

to the thickness of these sediments, as some of the bores into them
which appear to have gone to depths of 1000 to '1000 feet without

getting through them are regarded by the Geological Survey as

being in Mesozoic strata in their lower portions. The elevation to

which they reach is also not at all certainly ascertained. On the

Ravensthor])e Range near Kimdip. there are patches of probably

rather recent conglomerate at quite <S0t) feet above sea level, and if

some of the recent sedimentary dc])osits at Collie, overlying the coal

measures, near Kirupp, and at Greenbushes are taken to belong to

the coastal formation (Tertiary to recent) they would indicate

marine or lagoon deposition at a horizon now elevated 700 to

900 feet above the sea level. Here again it is im[)robal)le that the

few relics still surviving of these beds would indicate the extreme
height up to which the waters of the sea may have invaded the

country, and it might quite well be that the subsidence of the land

was great enough to flood the plains of the goldfields. It is sub-

mitted that as there is proof up to ati elevation of 900 feet of

subsidences sufficient to cause formation of probably marine sedi-

mentary de])osits there is no great assunqgion involvetl in su])posing

that they went on to a still greater extent so as to l)e sufficient to

cause the sea to invade the interior at levels considerably above
that elevation, and enough to impress upon the surface those

features of marine planation which we now find to be characteris-

tic of the goldfields landscapes. The subsequent elevation of the

land would then lead to the formati<.)n of numerous salt lakes in the

depressions of the generally flat surface, whether such depressions

were due merely to inequalities in the level of the sea bottom or

to slight deformation basins forming in the bedrock itself in the

course of its elevatory movement. Some such unequal movements
of portions of the upheaved block would lie only what might be
expected during a continental movement of elevation. Signs of

such uneven motion arc not wauling. A small fault, for example,
has l)een found in the Siberia deep lead, throwing down the old

gutter some six or eight feet, and at Coolgardie there is a very
interesting patch of deep ground, about 400 feet deep, of probably
Tertiary or Posl-'I'ertiary age, which seems inexplicable unless it

is a small sunken field or "grave” where a wedge-shajjed piece of
ground has been faulted downwards. It is not unlikely that such
faults in the sui)erficial sedimentary deposits are quite common,
and they may be the explanation of the apparent sudden cutting off

at times of the "deep leads.” If there has been much faulting of
this sort, however, there has been time since it occurred for all
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resulting inequalities of the surface to be planed smooth, leaving

no trace of the faults at surface. The sunken field at Coolgardie

for instance looks just the same at surface as any of the shallow

flats in its vicinity.

It seems probable that the movements of elevation and sub-

sidence of this country have been mainly epeirogenic rather than

erogenic ever since Palaeozoic times. The Nullagine scries of

beds are usually characterised by gentle undulatory bending without

severe folding; the Carboniferous beds mostly lie at low angles of

dip without much appearance of bending, and the strata of Meso-

zoic and Tertiary age seem usually only very slightly tilted from

their original bedding. Since the time when the Nullagine beds

were subjected to a certain amount of orogenic crumpling there

appears to be very little if any evidence that any of the

subsequently formed strata have been compressed into undulatory

folds to any ai>preciab1e extent. At Collie the tilting of the beds

of the coal measures seems princi])ally due to faulting rather than

crumpling. In epeirogenic movements of elevation, faulting in

parts of the moving landmass must be expected as a natural conse-

quence of the readjustments of ])ositiou of material incidental to

the movement. An elevation or subsidence of an area of la!id of

continental dimensions like the Western Australian Plateau would

also require us to assume the existence of powerful faults forming

the boundaries of the moving block, and it may be noted that the

probable existence of some such faults has already been deduced

from entirely dilTerenl considerations, along l)oth the southern and

western coasts of this State. There is too little evidence to enable

one to say yet whether there is any indication of the last elevatory

movement being merely an even vertical one or vN'hcther one or

other side of the block has been upheaved more than the others.

It seems possible that the physiographical evidence may yet be

so systematised as to lead to some positive conclusions being drawn

on this point. A little tilting of one side or another of the moving-

block of ground obviously might have very important effects in

modifving or even reversing the directions of slope of various

parts of the surface, and so altering the flow of surface waters.

I'he most positive indications of marine conditions in the

interior of our State are those already mentioned as having been

found in the Norseman district near f^ake Cowan. Here there are

two occurrences of remains of undoubtedly marine organisms, one

a thick l)ed composed almost entirely of sponge spicules, described

by Hr. Ilinde, in the Princes Royal Deep l^^ad, and the other a

bed of marine shells in limestone, found by Mr. Campbell near the

Norseman Causeway. The shcllbed is described as l)eing feet

above the level of Lake Cowan, and containing opalised casts of

several s])ecies of late Tertiary or recent marine shells belonging

to the genera. Tiirritclla, Pcctcn, Carduim, and Magcllania. The
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sponge spicules occur as a deposit in the upper part of the alluvial

material filling the Princess Royal "Deep Lead/’ forming a bed

said to he over ^35 feet in thickness. Dr. Hinde’s conclusion after

examining the spicules was that the deposit was formed in the

open ocean at some distance from a coast-line and probably in

considerable depth of water, and he thinks them likely to be post-

cretaceous in point of age.

The “deep leads” all over the State arc old valleys which

have been filled up before the present lakes were formed, and the

Princess Royal sponge spicule deposits would go to indicate that

they became filled u]) during a subsidence which brought the sea

so far inland that the present site of Norseman was in deep water

well out from the coast, d'his might perhaps have been during

the time of the Cretaceo-Tertiary subsidence, which resulted in the

laying down of the Encla limestones, and if this date could be

established for the case of the Princess Royal L)eep Lead, it would

probably apply generally to all the other deep leads of the State

which are quite similarly buried under lake flats. It would not

necessarily follow, however, that marine sediments should be ex-

pected to be found in all of these, as the first effect of a movement

of subsidence would be to start the filling up with drift of all the

valleys near the coast long before they became submerged under

sea waters. The material found filling them as a matter of fact

appears generally to be of sub-aerial origin and not marine. The

Princess Royal valley appears to have remained open however, and

to have become deeply submerged, giving the opportunity for col-

lection in it of the deep-sea deposit of sponge remains. The more

littoral shell-beds might have been formed at almost any period dur-

ing this movement of submergence and subsequent emergence of

the land, but probably at either an earlier or later stage than the

spicule beds, and if the species i)rove to be altogether more recent

than the Kucla limestone period, as appears to be the opinion form-

ed at present, it would be probable that they belong to a Post-

Tertiary repetition of the process of submergence and subsequent

elevation much later than the Cretaceo-Tertiary one in which the

Eucla limestones were formed, f'rom their position they look like

littoral deposits of an arm of the sea, occupying the site of Lake

Cowan to, a dejilh at least feet above its present level, and seem

most likely to belong to the last period of the connection of the

lake with the sea before the continuance of the elevatory move-

ment cut the former off from the latter, and raised it up some 900

feet. The presumiHioit would then he that the deep leads generally

are mostly likely of an age between the times of the Cretaceo-

Tertiary subsidence and elevation which gave us the Eucla lime-

stones and a subsequent similar Post-Tertiary down and up move-

ment which gave the more recent Norseman beds. The leads would

represent stream channels in the land surface existing between the

two periods of subsidence.
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The marine deposits at Lake Cowan show positively that ele-

vation from probably a considerable depth below sea level up to

about bOO'^' feet above il, has taken place at that point, and if Lake

Cowan be admitted to l)e the residuum of a cut off arm of the sea.

it is only reasonable to extend the same explanation to Lake
Lefroy, Hannan’s Lake, Lake Yindarlgooda. and Lake Lepage,

which are connected with one another hy plains into which the

margins of the lakes merge imperceptibly, llannan's Lake how-
ever, is at about the KHU) feet level. The ])lain country is trace-

able on to the north almost continuously, though studded with fre-

quent island-like grout)S of hills, to connect with Lakes Ballard,

Barlee, Raeside, Carey, etc., right up to T.ake Way, the elevation of

which is about feet according to Professor Gregory. The
physiogra])hical features of the country round Lake Cowan are

quite similar t{) those of the whole lake tract right up to Lake Way,
and if physiographical evidence is of any value, the shaping of the

land surface has been due to like agencies all the way. At Lake
Cowan we have direct evidence that the lake was once an arm of

the sea. and the conclusion seems irresistible that the marine inva-

sion extended inland along the lake country to beyond Lake Way.
Such an extension would bring it over all the Central and Eastern

Goldfields, unless the relative levels of the different parts of the

country have been altered unequally, of which no evidence has been
brought forward as yet. though there is no inherent improbability

that such may have been the case, and indeed there is a good deal

of probability that it would be so.

According to this theory the present sha])c of the land surface

of the goldfields iq) to at least the 20()() feet level would mainly be

that imi)ressed u|)on it during the re-emergence of the land and
retreat of the sea. probably in Bost-'l'ertiary times, and in the

writer’s opinion the whole of the characteristic features now visi-

ble agree consistently \s’ith those which would be necessary conse-

quences of such a history.

It will be intere.sting to find how this theory will stand the test

of the biological line of argument, for if it be correct there would
undoubtedly be consecpicnces affecting the di.stribution of both plant

and animal life. The theory would require that in Post-Tertiary

times this State has been at times more or less of an Archipelago
in a shallow sea. which would result almost inevitably in some
amount of differential variation of l)oth the fauna and flora cut

off on the islands, 'fhe result to be expected would be that we
should have somewhat marked faunal and lioral provinces, difficult

to account for if the land surface had been continuous for a very
long sjiace of time. 'Phis interesting subject is beyond the scope

of the present i)a])er, and is left to be dealt with by writers more
conversant than the ])resent author with the botany and zoology of

the State.

*N’orseman Railway Station, 927 feet above the sea level.


